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Meeting with Directors of The
Bradford Property Trust Plc.
On February 24th, your Chairman and three

members of the Committee met with Directors of
The Bradford Property Trust Plc. - David Baker

and Peter Jordan. Some of the topics discussed

were:

Rent Increases
The way in which tenants have been advised of

the increase did not recognise the anxiety and

uncertainty created. To send out letters advising

of a rent increase which could not possibly be

allowed under the new law was unjust and unrea-

sonable. MPRA felt strongly that BPT should

recognise that tenants are their customers and

should be treated with courtesy and respect.

Under new laws introduced on February 1, it
appears, subject to clarification, that the maxi-

mum increase which is now legally allowed
every two years is app. I l%.

Peter Jordan has since circulated a note clarify-
ing the proposed rent increases.

Passing On Of Controlled Tenancies
MPRA reminded BPT that before the take-over

it was an occasional practice that in certain spe-

cial circumstances, children could take over par-

ents tenancies. Changes in the law relating to

controlled tenancies and commercial factors

means that this practice is now effectively impos-
sible. However, the Directors indicated that they
are prepared to discuss special circumstances

with tenants.

Repairs To Tenanted Properties
The matter of repairs to tenanted properties was

raised. Several letters had been received by
MPRA from tenants who feel that repairs are not

being carried out quickly and effectively. BPT
felt that in most cases such complaints were not
justihed. MPRA described several examples

where work had been done in a less than thor-
ough manner. They pointed out that it may not
always be good practice to take the lowest quote

for a job. A job properly done would often last

longer, making it cheaper for BPT in the long
run.

Culture of the Estate
With the slow change from long term family

tenants to shorter term tenancies, the culture of
the Estate could change. Commitment to the tra-

ditional strong community spirit may lessen. It
was agreed by both parties that they would keep

this possible problem under review.

Hedge Trimming
This matter is raised at every Committee meet-

ing and at every meeting with BPT. No perma-

nent solution has ever been found. The
responsibility for trimming hedges overhanging

oathways rests, in law, with the occupier whether
they be a tenant or a freeholder. However, BPT

did recognise that on some parts of the Estate the

responsibility is, or may be, theirs. They also rec-

ognise that some of their older tenants are not
always able to do the trimming. They have

agreed, as a trial for i999; to take a slightly more
flexrble attitudoto this peteqnial problem.

Cost of Hiring Halls
Small clubs and societies find the high cost of

renting halls a drain on funds. An immediate re-

sponse from BPT has been to reduce rents to
groups where the greater proportion of members

reside on the Estate.

Maintenance Of Estate Pathways And
Driveways To Garages

BPT agreed that many paths and driveways
need repair or renewal and they will be looking
at how best to do this wq,rk.

Liason With Birmingham City Council
Sometimes the MPRA and the BPT are ap-

proaching the Couniil separately to raise matters

of maintenance. It was agreed that they should
endeavour to co-ordinate their approaches.

Car Parking
Where d: property becomes vacant and is then

re-let, it is often the case that whereas previously
there was no car, with new tenants there may of-
ten be one or more cars. Although no-one has

any right to park a car on a road, the delicate bal-
ance of numbers was being upset. BPT agreed

that they had not thought about the problem, but
would now consider possible solutions.



i A CHANGE AT OUR POST
OFFIGEI Cheryl and Phil Wallis are leaving
the Post Office on April l5th. They are moving,
to another business in Great Wyreley. Staffs. We
thank them for running the Post Office so effi-
ciently for the past many years. They have al-
ways been strong supporters of the MPRA and
Phil has been an active Committee Member. We
shall miss them and we wish them well in their
new venture.

GAR PARKING ON ESTATE
ROADSI Refuse trucks, the buses so much
valued by older residents and ambulances still
have trouble getting through the Estate because
of careless and inconsiderate parking. Remem-
ber, ifthey have to go over the verges (and
thereby damage them), it is not generally their
fault. It is the fault of those who have parked in
such a way as to restrict the free flow of traffic.

GRASS VERGES: The very wet Winter
meant that the grass verges were very soft for a

long time and in many places they have been
chumed up a bit. Putting them right is the re-
sponsibility of the Council but they have an ex-
cess ofwork over budget. So, for those ofyou
who want to rake over, level off and re-seed any
rough patches in the verges near your home, the
MPRA have bought some grass seed. It's been
put in small bags (you generally should not need
much seed) and a bag is available free from the
Post Office.

DOG FOULINGI Following an item in a
recent edition of the'DUCK about fouling of
footpaths, we have had a letter from a resident of
our Estate who is blind.

It's bad enough for normally sighted people, so
please take a moment to consider the extra un-
pleasantness which careless (and illegal) fouling

of paths by dogs can cause to blind and partially
sighted people.

GRAFTS GLUB: rt" club wiu meet
on April 27thin the Lower Hall, from 7.30 -
9.30. This will be the first meeting of a'trial run'
of four weekly meetings.

More information from Jackie Holder, tel. 684
3816 or Zrller Westwood tel.427 4774.

MPRA Annual General
Meeting:

Tuesday, May 18 7.30pm
Large Hall at The Circle

This is your annual opportunity to come along,
hear the report on the work by the Committee
over the past year and to ask questions.

There will be an election for the offices of the
Association. Your Chairman and your Secretary
wish to stand down and candidates for both posi-
tions are sought. In addition, new members
bringing new ideas and energy are always wel-
come on the Committee. Please drop a note to
the Secretary, clo the Post Office.

SIGNS TO WELCOME VISI.
TORS TO Tt{E ESTATE: we raised
with BPT the idea that the Estate would be en-
hanced by designing and installing signs at the
main entrances. Your Committee invites ideas
and suggestions for the styie and design. Ideas to
the Secretary, clo the Post Office.

GIRGLE TENNIS GLUB: rwo all-
weather courts and players of all ages. Those
wishing to apply for membership should contact
the Secretary, Sheila Vaughan on 012 | 427 6420

LOCAL COUNCIL ELECTIONS:
Polling day is Thursda!, May 6th. Don't waste

your opportunity to have your say in how the
City is run by forgetting or not bothering to vote.

BURRITO
Toys old and new, musical instruments, furniture,

gifts, bric-a-brac, collectables etc. The only toy shop in Harborne.
Open I O - l, 2 - 5.30 Closed Wednesday and Sunday
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